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Michael Gatzke selected as interview artist. Inspired by Günter Seubold in

''Silence and Being'' and there from the essay ''Aesthetic of Silence'' His

approach on the paints' views ''Missing everything, colorful and loud.''

BUT SOMETIMES IS THE SILENCE -IN A SCREAMING WORLD- STRONGER.... 



Hello Dear MICHAEL GATZKE. Congrats for being selected as interview artist. Your series includes

uncolorful approach. What is the experience that has influenced your work the most?

During my art studies, my class made an excursion to a small German museum in Leverkusen. At that time, I painted

garish, colorful paintings with strong color contrasts. The museum shows a solo exhibition of the Belgian artist Hans op

De Beeck, whose paintings, installations, videos are dominated by grey and appear almost colourless, but with a

tremendous intensity. This has made a deep and lasting impression on me and showed me that the loud and colourful is

not really necessary.

Your works includes children figures and effective message through tragic background. How do you

convey messages through your project with global audiences? Which is the media of your soul to

realize on canvas?

My picture series is an attempt to make the human condition "walkable". I try to shape the inner life of my "pictorial

figures" into pictures in which the viewers find themselves. My work is allowed to evoke feelings, but at the same time it

should remain a bit unapproachable and strange, i.e. not be perceived as a romantic image. For human life - even that of

children/young people - is always in parts a tragedy and yes, subject to absurdity. I have tried to grasp the fatal and tragic

condition inherent in every fate on the one hand, and on the other hand to extract a comforting component from the

often sad story. 



www.michael-gatzke.com

You includes on your artist statement: The

development process of my work, I am happy

with accidents or dead ends, where I notice

that it is simply impossible to continue. Have

you been any experiences on the topics?

I believe that it is similar for most artists. Art can rarely

be planned. When it comes strategically, the kick is often

missing. Creativity and irrationality are closely related.

Whoever enters these spheres is constantly operating on

the verge of failure. Before my studies this often

depressed me. In the meantime I know that accidents and

dead ends are also great opportunities to develop my

own art. My learned motto: Use them!

Would you talking about your upcoming projects? What issues do you plan to produce? Would you

like attend your art and art workshops through residency programs in all over? Could you please

share your messages to global art market in your approach also for your audiences?

Like all the others, the corona epidemic has hit me hard. And I mean that primarily on a mental level. But if the thoughts

of an artist constantly revolve around a certain topic, the urge arises to work on it artistically. This is what I am doing at

the moment. Interestingly enough, I can approach the subject best by means of installations. So I have created an

installation "Disassembly", in which specially processed dolls on their metal beds with grids have to keep their distance. I

am also working on a stele installation, which I hope to be able to show in German public places. The stelae will contain

post-Corona texts that viewers can pick up while walking through the city, if they wish.

I am a rather quiet worker in my studio. Every exchange is welcome, but not in the artistic process. So I'm not really the

type for art workshops and residency programs.

In my opinion, sending messages is not the thing for artists. Politicians may do that. Artists should ask questions, give

impulses. In the best case, the viewers of art will find the answers.


